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A Home
A home is a house of faith
lifted by the hands of trust
packaged with the work of love
living by the trust of the future
Abisoye Sejoro
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Africa
Africa my Africa
Africa my mother land
land of milk and honey
land of natural beauty
Africa land where i live
Africa my Africa
A land of great rulers
Africa my Africa
land of nature
A land were nature lives
Africa my Africa
A land blessed by God himself
On the day of creation
God threw diamond like stone
gold like rain
He dropped crude oil like rain
Africa my Africa
land of milk and honey
Abisoye Sejoro
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Breath
Standing above all earth
means ruling over all breath,
many breath rule over all breath
through their sweat
they rule all earth
There are so many breath
ruling over many breath
They tend to make their breath
useless, when they don't
provide what will make their breath
useful to all earth
many times in my life i tend
to take a deep breath
when i realize that so many breath
are made useless because of the breath
of heartless breath.
Abisoye Sejoro
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Choice
The choices we make on earth
determines the way of our life
choices are made
and they are also taken
but is only the wise one that
makes the wise choices
some make choices
that turn their life around
and some make choices that makes their life miserable
The choice we make determines
who we are
what we want to be
And who we are going to be
The choices we make
makes our life sharp or blunt
choice to live
choice to die
choice to be determined
choice to of waste
choice to be useful
choice to be useless
choice to be great
choice to be nothing
our life depend on the choices we make
make the right choice today! !
Abisoye Sejoro
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Choice 2
The beginning and end is choice
Choice is the power of decision,
Brother to destiny, sister to success
Brother to mediocrities, father of failure
Wrapper of success and failure
Upon every parcel it's written-'choose me'
Success or failure, Kindness or bitterness
Love or hate, heaven or hell
Recommendation or condemnation
A glare or stare, pearl or pierce
A crown or a cry
THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
Abisoye Sejoro
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Courage
Have courage
'cos one need courage
to face all courageous
things of courage
be courageous,
'cos one need to face life
'cos life has courage
And if you don't have courage
life will have courage
to face your wick courage
Being courageous means having strength
over all odds of life
so have courage to face all odds of life
'cos earth have courage to face all.
Abisoye Sejoro
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Cry of Africans
we cry all day night
may be the light
will come and give us the might
to live above all our nightmare
The black brain
so, we are called
but there will be non of that
when we try to wipe our tears
and stand for our right
We cry, we cry
all day and night
suffering for what is not ours
we cry, we cry
on what we should stand up and face
Tears we do
suffering we stay in
all day and night
It has been since existence
but not our lot
'cos it has been brought to us
by the ignorance of our forefathers
Cry not! O Africa
'cos the light is coming and it's at hand
and really knocking on the door
to give us the might
to get our right
though we cry but still the happiest
Suffering and smiling
we are who we are
AFRICANS
GREAT AFRICA! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Abisoye Sejoro
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Death
When a death
can serve the common cause,
then it is that
To die is to live and
To live is to die
Abisoye Sejoro
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Failure
I'm not a failure
Though I might have failed
I refuse to bear the name
Even when I falter
I will not faint
One thing I know
That I'm sure of
I can make history
When I build my edifice
And create a land mark
On that spot
Abisoye Sejoro
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Future
The future of the present future
is determined by the present of the past
The past have really worked to make the past present
But the present are determine the present
of the future
The young ones so the future are called
the fragile hearted
This fragile hearted are the great future
the youthful future
Everyones future is built on the rock
of the present
And the present of the past is built on the rock of the past present
Every future built on a rock must be strong
because of the wind of mistake of the present past
will blow and can wipe away any foundation of the present future
The present was determined by the present past so will
the present future determine the future to come.
Abisoye Sejoro
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Heart Pound
Her love is heart pounding
My heart pounded when I first saw her
My heart pounded when we first met
My heart pounded when I fell in love with her
My heart pounded when I asked her out for a date
My heart pounded when I saw I love her
My heart pounded when she said she love me
My heart pounded when we kissed
My heart pounded when she said she love me no more
And now I know that both love and heartbreak feel the same
That pain in the heart!
My heart pounded and still keeps pounding
But I know that I will love again, but she will still be in my heart.
Abisoye Sejoro
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I CAN
Stand out; you can rule your world
Shoot out; you have no limitation
Sprout out; you've got the clairvoyance
Sit up; you're made for the throne
You can; I say YOU CAN
You can be the one you desire
You can build the mansion you dream of
You can broaden your view without limit
You can stand at the apex of the highest mountain
Believe me YOU CAN
There's none greater than you
No success to compare
No achievement to equate
No talent to challenge
No future as bright and blossom
None but you can succeed.
You can conquer that difficulty
You can cross that ocean
You can move over to the other side
You can clinch to the apex
You can climb to the summit
Only Believe and say it
'Cos you can!
Abisoye Sejoro
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LAGOS
Lagos; a lovely city
city of warmth
city of Joy
city of strong expression
city full of free minds
city of people that are ready to improvise
Lagos; the heart beat of it's nation: Nigeria
The center of excellence
the state of commerce.
A state strong like its nation
Great like it's continent: Africa
A state occupied by people
full of love
kindness and strength
People of great smiles
and great heart
Great Lagos
Great Nigeria
Great Africa
Abisoye Sejoro
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Life
The journey of this life is not a day
it takes seconds, minutes, hours, days and years for the journey
so i will say that the fire wood of this earth
is for only those who can take heart that is why not all
can gather it'
I will say to any that is reading
it takes so many combination to keep
a fire burning
it takes many sticks to make a broom
This life is a great place to live in
to any that is reading, this life require
every thing in you to succeed in it
Its God that helps,
seek him and you will find him
his power is beyond every imagination
keeping the earth in space without falling
making the sun to hide its self when it is time
he is a great one
so if you are not informed
you will be deformed
so, get ready 'cos success
is for everyone.
Abisoye Sejoro
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Love
When love does not serve
it's common cause,
then it is that
it cast a deep shadow\in our heart
A shadow that brings sadness
A sadness that bring tears
May be its a light that can cast
out the shadow in our heart
May be when that light comes
it will wipe away that darkness
And the presence of this light
will bring happiness
and will wipe away all sadness
Abisoye Sejoro
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My love
I woke up one morning

realizing the shadow
in my heart.
Feeling the pain of loneliness
and the impact your absence
in my life

Every time, their is always
a fest of fear in my heart
all I have always dreamt of,
is a love fest
where happiness will be of my heart
Your love has turn its back on me
and it has cast a thick,
deep and dark shadow within
When you came into my life
you came like a light
and took the darkness within me away
I bough you in my heart like a god
'cos you were like an Idol in my heart
You gave my nose, the reason to breed,
my eye, the reason to see
my heart, the reason to love
my lips the reason to speak my heart
and to feel you
Your touch so deep, tender and clear
Now all I see is this dark old heart
your absence gave darkness and loneliness
Ho! I miss you so much
my queen my joy
its so hard to bring back the
old memories of our love
each day I feel your absence.
You denied me your love
and threw my heart on the dust
Now I know how far than near you are to me
it hots so much
You now give me reason to say:
love exist nowhere.
Abisoye Sejoro
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violence
Violence is the plough
reason is the planter;
violence clears the ground
reason cultivates.
Abisoye Sejoro
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